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In early 2015, the State of Maine began designing a brand-
new joint forces headquarters for the National Guard, which 
would house facilities for both the Army and the Air Force. 
This cutting-edge, 100,792-square-foot headquarter facility 
would be constructed on a 43.4-acre plot shared with the 
Maine Veteran’s Memorial Cemetery. Much of the property 
and surrounding area included wetlands and streams, which 
presented a variety of environmental and construction 
challenges, not the least of which was ensuring that stabilizing 
enforcements be put in place to solidify the structural integrity 
of the facility.

Before beginning construction on the headquarter facilities, 
the first vital step in this project was to stabilize the soil in areas 
where it could not support the necessary structures. The design 
team decided that using cellular lightweight concrete would 
provide the stabilization necessary without adding to the 
weight that would already be placed on surrounding soils. The 
product chosen for the application was a LDCC (Low-Density 
Cellular Concrete), which used Aerix Industries’ AERLITETM as 
the foam concentrate. The Joint Force Headquarters was 30 
pcf +/- 5 pcf. Also, 120 psi +/- psi
The national contractor MixOnSite was chosen for this LDCC 
application, which began on April 13, 2016. Over a period 
of nine days, the MixOnSite crew placed LDCC using Aerlite 
foam concentrate, first placing forms and then installing the 
LDCC using two-foot lifts, beginning at the lowest elevation 
areas and working their way up to the highest elevation.

This high-prole project required a product that would 
provide both incredible soil stabilization and reduce the 
potential for soil erosion. Incredibly lightweight and 
featuring industry-leading compressive strength, Aerix’s 
AERLITE LDCC fusion not only met the stringent project 
requirements but also offered the long-term strength 
suitable for this joint forces headquarters

Joint Force Headquarters Phase 1 - Augusta, ME
General Contractor: Nickerson & O’Day, Inc. Constructors       Installer: MixOnSite 
Subcontractor: Steven A. McGee Construction       Owner: Maine Department of Defense


